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INTRODUCTION

KEY TO LISTING
For those who might be confused by the listing of patches, there is a brief explanation.
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This booklet is an attempt to list and explain the patches of the SWFL Council, and along the way 
explain the history of scouting with the area served by the council. This makes this work a sort of “history 
thru memorabililia.“ In this I hope that this work servers two purposes: to give people access to the 
information I've gathered, and to spur people to share what they know so that it can be added into future 
editions of this booklet. Few others are interested in this area, and I want to try to gather such information 
(and the memorabilia that goes with it) before it is lost. This is especially true of the earlier days of the 
council, which I have little information on, and have received less information from fellow scouters.

I’ve tried to make this book standout from others which serve as nothing more then a checklist for 
collectors. This is one area that turns me off from most collecting works. When I look at an interesting 
patch, I’d like to know what the event was for, who designed it and why, all of which is left out in such 
works. If I’ve tried to copy anyone else’s approach, it’s that of Rick Obermeyers books on the history of 
Tipisa Lodge, the Florida Section, and other lodges in the state.

This work is a fairly personal one. The facts I present here are from my own memories or were told to 
me by fellow scouters. I was a Cub in 1973 & 74 and late joined the Boy Scouts in September/October of 
1975 and have been active ever since. In previous releases, I only made comments about the more 
interesting and unusual patches. With this release, I plan on focusing more on all the events the patches 
represent, and hope to be able to give information on where and when the event occurred and to give 
credit to the patch designers. The opinions given are my own, and many were formed as a scout when I 
attended the events and obtained the patches.

You might notice that no Cub Scout patches are listed. I have never been interested in Cub patches, 
and thus have no collection of them. If anyone does have such a collection, I would be interested in 
documenting such information here. Also, while Sunnyland Council was recently merged with Southwest 
Florida Council, I do no list their patches here. Other then those patches issued during the time that the 
future Southwest Florida Council was part of Sunnyland, I’ve never been interested in these. I feel that a 
separate work on the entire history of Sunnyland Council and it’s patches would be more appropriate.

In many cases, especially in the areas of Council Shoulder Patches and Lodge memorabilia, I've 
followed the format of most collector guides of assigning a numerical designation to these items, to help 
people in referencing these items. Many of these numbers are explained in the text. Wherever possible, 
patches are listed by date. Where the date is in parenthesis, it means it did not appear on the patch. 
Dates not in parenthesis means that it appears in some manner on the patch, whether in the form of 
“1996", “’96“, or ”96“. Words or phrases in quotes are what appeared on the patch. In cases where the 
lettering appears in different areas of the patch, this is separated by slashes. Words or phrases in 
parenthesis are there to help identify the patch, the wording is not on the patch. Where appropriate to 
distinguish variations, three letter color codes are given. The codes are taken from various national 
collecting works.



OVERVIEW OF SCOUTING IN SOUTHWEST FLORIDA

ROYAL PALM COUNCIL
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Scouting has been in existence in the Southwest Florida area almost from the founding of the BSA. 
We know from the work Fifty Years of Scouting in Southwest Florida* that troops were formed in several 
of the larger towns fairly early, such as the one formed in Ft. Myers in November.of 1911. Soon scout 
councils began to be formed in Florida. There apparently is some confusion on what councils served the 
Southwest Florida area. The earliest information I have is that a council established in 1919 and based in 
Lakeland, Florida was in charge of this area. (While there were a couple of councils that were established 
before Lakeland, it is doubtful that they 'served' this area.) This council (#90) was first called 'Lakeland 
Council', then briefly changed its name to 'South Florida Council' from 1923-25 (not to be confused with 
the current council of the same name, which took that name in 1945), then 'Polk County Council' for 
1925, and then back to 'Lakeland Council' from 1926-31 and finally 'Flaming Arrow Council' from 1932- 
38, when it was merged into the Gulf Ridge Council (perhaps the last name explains the name of Gulf 
Ridge Council’s summer camp in Lake Wales). During the time it was called South Florida, scouters in 
Ft. Myers and Sarasota gathered to form new councils. This was a time when many local councils were 
being formed, few of which lasted more then a couple of years, as the councils were unable to last during 
the depression. Thus in 1925, two new councils were formed: Sunnyland (#724) in Manatee and 
Sarasota counties and Royal Palm Council (#723) based in Ft. Myers and in charge of Charlotte, 
DeSoto, Glades, Hendry, Lee, and Collier counties. From 1928-32, Sarasota county broke off from 
Manatee to form the Sarasota County Council (#101). And in 1937, the Royal Palm Council was merged 
into Sunnyland Council. In 1946, Glades county and half of Hendry county was turned over to the Gulf 
Stream Council. In 1967 Charlotte, Lee, Collier and part of Hendry county formed the new Southwest 
Florida Council (#88). Recently in 1995 (after years of rumors-1 had started to hearthem at the 1992 
Section Conference), the 3 counties of Sunnyland Council were merged into Southwest Florida Council, 
(it was felt by many that Sunnyland would be shut down, it was only a question of whether they would be 
merged into Gulf Ridge or Southwest Florida)

Beyond what is in Fred Treat’s work, I have little information on the Royal Palm Council. I have only 
seen one patch from this council, what appears to be a 1927 Camp Ropaco patch. Camp Ropaco was 
the council’s summer camp, named after the council (Royal Palm Council = Ropaco), but it would be 
some time before an actual camp was secured. I would have to assume that community strips would 
exist from this era, but don’t know about any other memorabilia. To a degree, the name lived on in the 
Royal Palm district of Sunnyland Council and the Palm District of Southwest Florida. I know that in 1928 
a Scout House was built in Ft. Myers which served as the council's office. It was built and named in 
honor of Thomas Goolsby, an 15-year-old Eagle Scout of Troop 1 in Ft. Myers, who died of ptomaine 
poisoning. I have no idea where this building was located or what happened to it after Ropaco was 
dissolved. Also, Ropaco was apparently organized into 5 districts, maybe one for each county or larger 
community. At its establishment, Ropaco had 6 troops with a total of 191 scouts: 2 in Ft. Myers and one 
each in Boca Grande, Arcadia, Moore Haven, and Punta Gorda. From my information, the largest it got 
was 377 scouts in 1931.

Here is a run down of known Ropaco activities from Fred Treat’s book. I have no idea what 
memorabilia might have been produced for these events.
1926. A summer camp was held at Breezy Point near Lake Placid in Highlands County.
1927. Summer camp was again held at Breezy Point, but was named “Camp Ropaco". A group of 125 
Scouts and leaders took a Christmas holiday trip to Cuba, the first of many such trips.
1929. Another Cuba trip was made during the Christmas holidays (was one made in 1928?).

1. Fifty Years of Scouting in Southwest Florida by Fred Treat, 1961, with updates for 1962 through 1966. 
This work by former Scout Executive of Sunnyland Council (1941-66), tho flawed, is the only work on 
Scouting in this area.
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At the time of Ropaco’s merger with Sunnyland in 1937, the council had 143 scouts in 6 troops: 2 in 
Ft. Myers, and one each in Arcadia, Boca Grande, Punta Gorda, and Everglades City. When the council 
was merged, only the Lee county area was organized as a district, the Royal Palm District. Later Boca 
Grande and Punta Gorda would be formed in to districts. Collier County would not be formed into a 
district until 1965.

Here is a run down of the known activities in the area that would become the Southwest Florida 
Council, again taken from Fred Treat's work.
1938. Council field meet was held at Boca Grande in March, [hinted that there were others before it. 
when? perhaps a continuation of Ropaco’s field days/meets?]
1940. It appears by this time Charlotte County and Boca Grande have their own districts. And a field 
executive is hired to handle the former Ropaco area.
1941. District swim meets were held in April and May. Mention is made of district camporees. {When 
where they held? This year or in previous years?] A council-wide camporee was held in Sarasota in 
November.
1942. Camporee held at Bok Tower in Lake Wales with the Gulf-Ridge Council, the first of several.
1943. A second camporee was held at Bok Tower. 20 acres of property given to the Council and located 
near Ft. Myers is sold, with the proceeds to go to the improvement of another site in the area. Also a 
“scout house0 that stood on council-owned lots on Hoople Street in Ft. Myers are removed and the lots 
sold. Was this scout house the “Thomas Goolslby Memorial Scout House" that served as Ropaco’s 
council office since 1928? A Rendezvous of South Florida Sea Scouts was held in Ft. Myers.
1944. Another camporee was held at Bok Tower. District swimming and field meets were held in the 
summer. A five-acre site used by Ropaco for years, located fifteen miles east of Ft. Myers on the 
Caloosahatchee, was purchased by the council. While not stated explicitly, this apparently was Camp 
Ropaco, but am not sure of the location.
1945. The Council’s oldest troop, Troop 5 of Punta Gorda, celebrated its 25th Anniversary with a Scout 
Field Meet in March.
1946. Swimming meets were held in Ft. Myers and other districts in July, August, and September. This 
was followed by a Council swim meet in Ft. Myers on Labor Day. A new trophy was donated for this 
competition. It was won by Troop 18 of Ft. Myers.
1947. A Scoutoree was held at Boca Grande in March. 2 Eagle Scouts from Ft. Myers attended the 
World Jamboree in France. [While not stated, there was obviously another Council swim meet, probably 
in Ft. Myers.]
1948. The annual Council swim meet was held in Ft. Myers in September. The trophy donated in 1946 
was retired as it had been won three times by Troop 18 of Ft. Myers. JLTC was held at Camp Ropaco in 
September. Camporees were held in Ft. Myers and Punta Gorda in November. A Senior Scout 
“Adventure Expedition0 was held in December. Base camp was set up in Everglades City with a boat trip 
into the Ten Thousand Islands area and a trip by logging train through the swamp to the Lee Cypress 
Company’s operations among the activities.
1949. A Council camporee was held in Punta Gorda.
1950. Two district swim meets and district Scoutorees were held this year. What districts???

1931. Ropaco took part in the first annual Region 6 Camporee at Central Florida Council’s Camp Wewa.
1933. A group of 54 scouts and leaders made a trip to the “Century of Progress0 World’s Fair in Chicago.
1934. A motor trip to California was held from July 6 to August 25, with a visit to Hollywood being one of 
the high points. A council swim meet was held in Punta Gorda.
1935. Ropaco’s 5 districts held father-son dinners for Scouting’s silver anniversary. An athletic meet was 
held in Arcadia in May and a “jamboree0 at Camp Ropaco in July, [this is the first mention of a physical 
“Camp Ropaco0-1 know an area of land was secured near Ft. Myers for this camp, but don’t know when 
it was first used]
1936. Ropaco’s second annual field day [which was the first? the athletic meet in Arcadia in 1935?] was 
held at Boca Grande and hosted by Mrs. Crowinshield, who apparently was the actual scoutmaster of 
Boca Grande’s troop!
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The Districts of Southwest Florida
On the districts I know that Collier county has always been a separate district, first called 'Collier 

District' then 'Alligator' from the early 70's to 1982, then 'Collier1 from 1983-93 and then back to 'Alligator1. 
Charlotte county has been 'Billy Bowlegs' district since about 1980, but could be earlier. But there was a 
'Char-Lee' district in the early years of the council. Lee and Hendry formed 'Royal Palm' later 'Palm' 
district until 1988 when the west part of Lee (Cape Coral etc.) formed 'Calusa' and the east part of Lee 
along with Hendry formed 'Edison'. Edison changed to 'Palm' in 1989. Then the south part of Lee (Estero 
& Bonita Springs?) was split off as Seminole district in 1992. There was also a 'Rattlesnake' district in the 
early 70's in Lee county, but how does it fit in with Palm District? The addition of the former Sunnyland 
Council in 1995 would add two more districts, Manatee (which covers Manatee County) and Miccosukee 
(which covers Sarasota and DeSoto counties). The new larger council necessitated the splitting of the 
council into two operating areas, each with its own field executive- one for the northern counties of 
DeSoto, Sarasota, Manatee, and Charlotte, and one for southern counties of Lee, Collier, and Hendry 
Counties.

1952. Move to merge Boca Grande, Charlotte and DeSoto Districts into one Peace River District was 
attempted.
1954. Another camporee with Gulf-Ridge at Bok Tower, not as successful as previous years, [was this 
the last one? Were others held on previous years?]
1955. Peace River District is merged into the Royal Palm District.
1957. After years of problems, the buildings at Camp Ropaco are removed.
1960. Sea Explorers from Ft. Myers attended an Explorer Rendezvous at Jacksonville Naval Air Station,
1961. An “unauthorized'' trip to Guatemala by Troop 37 of Ft. Myers resulted in the dismissal and barring 
of the Scoutmaster and Assistant from Scouting. Was informed by someone who was a scout in the troop 
at the time that this is not what actually happened. What I have been informed was the council wanted 
the scouts to pay their way, while the parents wanted/were willing to pay for the trip. Thus the trip 
became’unauthorized'. A "Scouting in Action" show was held in Ft. Myers in early Spring.
1962. Another “Scouting in Action" show was held in Ft. Myers. Nine and one-tenth acres of Camp 
Ropaco was taken over by the Central South Florida Flood Control District, with the council being 
reimbursed for it. How did the camp get so large? Previous mention was made of it being five acres. Now 
it is apparently twenty five acres. [This is the last mention of Camp Ropaco. What happened to it?] 
1965. Another "Scouting in Action" show was held in Ft. Myers. Collier County is formed into a District.

Southwest Florida Council was formed in 1966/67. When established it comprised Collier, Lee, 
Charlotte, and part of Hendry county. In 1995, the former Sunnyland Council was merged into the 
Southwest Florida Council, adding 2 new districts and 3 counties (Manatee, DeSoto, and Sarasota). 
Council headquarters has been located in Ft Myers at a variety of locations. Not sure about the eariy 
years, but recall that in the late 70s I visited the council office once when it was located in a strip mall off 
Fowler Avenue. In 1981 the council moved to a newly built office on what was then called City Line Drive 
west of Page Field. This road was renamed Boy Scout Drive in June 1982. In 1995, the council moved to 
another office on Boy Scout Drive when the old office had to be demolished to make way for the 
expansion of Boy Scout Drive.

COUNCIL PATCHES (CP) are any patches issued by a council that is NOT issued for specific event. 
Many councils use these for fund-raisers, and some will issue a small CP and then issue small segment 
patches for each event which are then sewn around the CP. An active scout could build these up to 
several inches in depth. At this time only two CPs have been issued. The numeric designation used is 
from Arapahoe I, with "88“ which is the number assigned to this council.



088-SA-04, This larger then normal CPS was issued in 1996 as part of the council program kick-off. One
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As council level scouters represented the whole council and not one community, there where council 
'red-white' strips available. These strips where first available as arc just like community strips, later in a 
half-moon shape. At first these were limited only to these people and to Jamboree troops. I never saw 
these worn by scouts until about 1977/78, but the council may have had them earlier. In 1970, National 
authorized colorful Council Shoulder Patches to replace community strips and red-white council strips. I 
never saw these until about 1978, so I do not think we got them until then.
088-S-01. "Bear Head" was our first CSP. The bear was chosen apparently because one was found at 
Camp Miles while it was being built. The designations given is from Arapahoe I, which is the standard 
reference for CSPs: “88“ is our council number, 'S' mean the patch is fully embroidered, or 'solid'. For 
most of the 80s, the bear's head was sometimes used as the council logo.

CP 088-101. “Double Boxes" Issued in the early years of the council. I have been told that the council 
level scouters obtained several red jackets from an auto supply company (probably cheaper than 
National Supply's red jackets). To cover up the company's patch, this patch was made. The design is one 
I call 'double boxes' and I feel it should still be used as the council emblem. This emblem was used as 
the council letterhead on envelopes, and appears on the Camp Miles patches, and a few others. In 
recent years it has been supplanted by the bear’s head and later panther head as the council emblem. 
Was later informed that it was used in the first couple of years of council (1967-68) and that the jackets 
were given to leaders as awards.

CP 088-102.1 was originally under the impression that it was issued in the early 70's as a fund-raiser. 
Later found out it was also used as a jacket patch like 088-101, and was used 1969-70.

088-S-02. Around 1990 the council came out with this poorly designed patch: It was loosely based on the 
1989 JSP, replacing a panther head with the bear head. However, instead of using the actual art used for 
the JSP, someone apparently had their daughter draw up this new design.

088-S-03. When a new Scout Executive came on board in 1992 he replaced the previous patch with this 
new one which is a copy of the 1989 JSP without the Jamboree info and with a green border. I was a 
little surprised by this new CSP as it is a little larger then the Nationally approved size.

088-SA-04. A special version of the previous design was released with the words "85th Anniversary of 
Scouting0 added to the bottom and sold as a fund-raising patch in 1995. Because it was issued for an 
anniversary, this patch is properly considered a Special Activity Patch (SAP).

088-S-05. With the establishment of a National-run Scout Shop in the new Council headquarters in 1996, 
National took over the production of the council CSP. Since the previous issue was larger then the 
Nationally approved size, this issue was put out.

COUNCIL SHOULDER PATCHES(CSP) are the patches sewn on the shoulder to identify the council. 
In the early years these did not exist. Except for council level scouters, everyone wore community strips 
and a state strip below it. These community & state strips where in the shape of an arc. These strips 
where introduced in 1928 and where khaki cloth with red letters. In the early 40's other colors where 
authorized for the other areas of scouting: gold on dark blue for Cubs, brown on green for Explorers, blue 
on white & white on blue for Sea Explorers and royal blue on skyblue for Air Explorers. These colors had 
to be special ordered, so I do not know if any exist for our area. In the mid-50's, the colors where 
changed to white on red which all would use, except for Sea Explorers, who could continue using their 
own colored strips. As scouting has existed here since the teens, I have no idea what community strips 
exist for this area, so I have listed the red-white community strips that I know of.
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JAMBOREE SHOULDER PATCHES(JSP) are special CSPs issued for Jamboree troops and 
participates from a council. It will indicate some where on the patch that it is a 'Jambo' issue. For several 
Jamborees, councils have issued them, but it was not until the 1981 Jamboree that National approved 
them. The council did not issue a JSP in 1981, but did so in 1985 (088-85). Chris Fore designed a patch 
making it a little taller and replacing the bear's head with the Jamboree logo of two scouts with a red- 
white rainbow between them. In 1989, David Mott designed the JSP (088-89), again making it taller and 
replacing the bear's head with a panther head. His only concession to the Jamboree's shuttle logo was to 
include a small shuttle outline near the bottom. The same basic design was used for the 1993 Jamboree 
(088-93), replacing the shuttle with the Jamboree's bridge emblem and giving it a green border rather 
then a white one. A test patch (088-93-Z) was done. It is identical to the 89 JSP except for the year. With 
the upcoming National Jamboree in 1997,1 expect to see another JSP issued (088-97), but at this point a 
design has not be chosen. I have heard talk of there being two designs, one for the contingent, and one 
as a fund-raiser.

SCOUT SHOW PATCHES. The scout show is an annual event in which the units in the council set up 
exhibits on their various activities. The scout show patches are obtained by selling a set number of 
tickets (usually ten), not by attendance. I am unsure if there was a show in the first few years of the 
council's existence, but would expect there where as Treat's work mentions Scout circuses in Ft Myers in 
the years leading up to the forming of Southwest Florida.

1971 Apparently this year there was a neckerchief slide. I do not know if there was also a patch that year 
or if other early scout shows had neckerchief slides instead of patches.
1976. This year the Scout Show was held on a vacant lot off US41 in Ft. Myers.
1977 & 1978. In these years the council was real cheap and gave out these plastic patches.
1979. This year the Scout Show was held at a convention center in Ft. Myers on the Caloosahatchee. 
This patch was the first designed by David Mott.
1980. This might be the year the council started to have the show held at the Lee County Civic Center.
1981. This patch is shaped like a quarter of a circle. I have been told it is meant to be a tipi, and should 
be worn with the point up and the curve down.
1985. The diamond jubilee show. This year they gave out a participant strip to be worn underneath the 
Scout Show patch. What I found so funny were the many scouts (usually Cubs) who did not earn the 
scout show patch but got the participant segment and wore it anyway, usually under a different patch.
1990. After many years, the Scout Show was moved to the Edison Community College campus, 
partically because the Council President was the ECC President. One benefit of this was that people 
didn’t have to pay for parking in addition to their scout show tickets, something you had to do at the Lee 
Civic Center.
1992. This year no Scout Show was held. When the new Council Executive came on board that summer, 
some changes were made in the Council calendar. One was the movement of the Scout Show from 
November to May. To make this change, the 1992 Scout Show was cancelled.
1995. By this time, the council had gotten so large with the addition of the former Sunnyland Council, that 
it was decided to have local Scout Shows, a total of 5, each with their own patch. Alligator District Scout 
Show was held at Cambier Park in Naples. Billy Bowlegs held theirs in Laishley Park. The Show in Lee 
county was held at Sun Splash Water Park. Manatee held theirs at Manatee Park Riverpoint. Miccosukee 
held theirs at the Venice Community Center.
1996. Again, there were 5 separate local Scout Shows, but.this year only one Scout Show patch was 
produced. The 5 shows were as follows: Alligator District Scout Show was held at Cambier Park in

each was given to those who attended the kickoff dinners. There is no special lettering to indicate the 
purpose of the patch. The design, with a facing panther, was taken from a proposed JSP design by 
David Mott.
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1967. This first summer camp session was held at Sunnyland Council’s Camp Flying Eagle.
1968. The council sent some troops to Tannah Ketah Scout Reservation (Gulf Stream Council) and 
issued a patch for them. The patch has no year on it, but has a ‘walking gator*. The flyer incorrectly says 
that this patch is from 1969. Other troops went to the Gulf Ridge Council's Camp Flaming Arrow. No 
separate patch was made for them, thus the listing of a Gulf Ridge Summer Camp patch.
1969.1 have never seen this patch. Does anyone know what it looks like?
1970. Summer camp again held at Sunnyland Council's Camp Flying Eagle. One of only two fully 
embroidered camp patches. A beautiful patch.

Dr. Franklin Miles Camp. In 1970, property was secured in the Cecil Webb Wildlife Management Area 
in Charlotte County for the building of the council's camp. It was named the Dr. Franklin Miles Camp, 
although today most call it Camp Miles. Around 1977/78, an oil well test site was converted into a 
Webelos and Family Campground and named Camp Frank E. Gannett. At about the same time, the 
entire property was named the Price-Sanders Scout Reservation, now that there were two camps. The 
Camp Miles symbol is the quail or bobwhite, which appears on almost all the camp patches, along with 
the council's early "double boxes" symbol. The gateway to the reservation has been adopted as the 
Reservation’s symbol, and a patch has been issued for the Reservation. The symbol chosen for Camp 
Gannet is the covered wagon with an Arrow of Light on its canvas, a combination of the Webelos and

Naples, Billy Bowlegs held theirs in Laishley Park. Lee County was held at the Institute of Arts, Manatee 
had theirs at G.T. Bray Park, and Miccosukee held theirs at Venice Community Center.

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA COUNCIL
These can be a bit confusing. When the council was first formed in 1967, it had no camp. Thus for four 
years (1967-70), the council sent its troops to other council's summer camps. The council did, however, 
issue Summer Camp patches. For the 1990 Summer Camp program, the council put out a promotional 
flyer showing most of the summer camp patches. There are several errors in the flyer in identifying the 
patches. I will note these as I discuss the patches. One big error is that the flyer tries to say that some of 
the pre-Camp Miles Summer Camp Patches were issued for Miles. This leads to them claiming that 1990 
was the 21st year of Camp Miles. Sorry. It was the 19th year. These patches are Summer Camp 
patches, but not Camp Miles Summer Camp Patches. It helps to keep in mind that Summer Camp is an 
event, not a place.

ROYAL PALM COUNCIL
I know that in the first 2 years of the council's existence, summer camp was held at Breezy Point in 
Highlands County. The second year, the camp was named "Camp Ropaco". Was summer camp held 
during the rest of the council’s existence? As some point, an actual camp was established on property on 
the Caloosahatchee, 15 miles east of Ft. Myers and named Camp Ropaco. Am not sure when it was first 
used, but know it was in use by 1935. Another unknown is what happened to the property. Most of it was 
apparently taken over by the Central South Florida Flood Control District in 1962, but what about the rest 
of the property?
1926. First camp session held at Breezy Point near Lake Placid.
1927. Again held at Breezy Point, but named "Camp Ropaco”. A felt patch is issued. A picture is included 
in Rick Obermeyer’s book From Kuna to Calusa2. It is round with a felt border and felt arrowhead sewn 
on it, with "ROPACO", "1927°, and a palm tree painted on it.
1928-36. Were summer camp sessions held? Where were they located?
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Family Camping symbols.
1970. "Trailblazer" This patch is a Camp Miles patch, but not a Camp Miles Summer Camp patch. This 
was given to people who came that year to help build the camp. The first summer camp program would 
not happen at Miles until the next year. Perhaps I should list it with the award patches instead of with the 
Summer Camp patches?
1971. The first summer camp program. The patch is on brown twill and has no year on it. It was issued 
for three years 1971-73. The flyer incorrectly lists it as for 1971 only. Probably the council bought a lot of 
patches and they lasted for three years.
1974. This patch also has no year, but is on blue twill. They also issued a year segment. Probable the 
council figured they would use the same patch every year and issue segments. They never did. The flyer 
lists this as 1972-74 and does not show the year segment. In a photo of all camp patches done by Rick 
Obermeyer, he shows a segment with a tree. This segment he bought in the trading post so we do not 
know what it was for or when it was issued. In a photo from 1973 a scout is wearing the previous year's 
patch with a canoe segment. There could have been several other segments issued in these early years.
1975. This year's patch has a year.
1977. Again, this year’s patch for some reason has no year. It is a aquablue patch and very hard to get.
1978. The only square Camp Miles patch.
1980. Probably the worst patch ever produced by any council. The then scout executive tried to save 
money with this design. The design is not embroidered but painted or silkscreened. And the paint was 
not permanent. On many patches the paint washed off. Probably for this reason it is so hard to find this 
patch.
1981. The 10th anniversary. Remember that the first year was 1971?
1982. The same executive who brought you the painted patch of 1980 did this patch. In this patch the 
quail is being crowded out, ushering in...
1983-85. The reservation gateway patches. The gateway on the patch is the one everyone passes 
through to enter camp. I really dislike these patches. I have always felt the quail is the symbol of Camp 
Miles and should be the only thing on the Camp Miles patch. The Gateway should be kept as the symbol 
for the reservation. Apparently the reason the gateway was on the patch was that in 1983 several 
scouters worked to fix and re-do the gateway and the council wanted to honor them.
1986. This year saw the return of the quail, but instead of being fully embroidered, it was only an outline.
1987. This year a council scouter made this gaudy totem pole for camp, and I guess the council thought 
it should honor it by having a totem pole with the quail (again in outline) on the patch.
1988. Finally a return of the fully embroidered quail, but the patch was green instead of the blue-green of 
past years. Apparently the manufacturer was out of the right color of cloth.
1989. Our second fully embroidered patch. Unfortunately the quail is only in outline.
1990. Patch designed by David Mott. Uses the fully embroided quail & the proper color of cloth, but the 
"double-boxes" has been dropped, to be replaced by a large fdl behind the quail.
1991. 20th anniversary. Remember, 1971 is the first year and 1981 is the tenth. A return to the original 
qual design patch, but background and border is in the wrong colors.
1992. This year a compass design was used behind the quail.
1993. This year a panther head shared the patch with the quail. The orange bordered patch is for 
Summer Camp. The blue border is for Webelos Resident Camp.
1994. A large rectangular patch was used this year, with both the reservation gateway and the quail. 
There was also a quail pin that scouts could earn and wear on top of the quail. A version with a green 
border and the word 'Staff' was done for the staff members.
1995. Similar to the 1992 patch with the quail superimposed on a compass design, this was done in 
different colors.
1996. 25th Anniversary. Two different patchs where issued. One was the summer camp patch which is 
shaped like a First Class badge. A second one to commemorate the camp had the first patch design in 
the center, with an outer ring of lettering.

CAMP MILES AWARD PATCHES
Eager Beaver Patches. To encourage work done at Camp Miles, two award patches were made. (You
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CAMPOREE PATCHES. Camporees are weekend get-together of troops from a district or council. 
This area is very hard to list as many patches are not properly identified as to year or district. Some 
district camporees do not identify the district, and some council camporees do not identify the council. 
To add to this, in the early years of the council was pretty cheap (or poor), and many times a generic 
patch with no identification of the council was issued.

could consider the "trailblazer” patch as a third) The Eager Beaver patch is earned by doing eight hours 
[later 10] of work on approved camp projects. Four different issued have been made. The first was in 
1971, and the patch has gold mylar lettering. In 1972 an new patch with regular colored lettering was 
issued. In 1984, a 'laser-plastic' patch was introduced. And in 1991 a regular embroided patch was 
issued. Recently an Eager Beaver patch has been issue for Camp Gannett, but I have yet to see one. 
This program, along with the Ranger Award, was slowly discontinued by 1995.

Scoutmaster Award. Given to Scoutmasters who come to Summer Camp with their troops and meet 
certain requirements. Used for two years, 1194 and 1995.

As stated before, the council is broken down into districts. These districts sometimes change their names 
or are split. Adding to this in the 1970s (maybe earlier) until about 1978 there seemed to have been two 
camporees a year, one in Fall and one in Spring. About 1979 the fall camporee was dropped. And about 
same time (1977/78) there began a tradition where there would be two years of district camporees, then 
a council camporee. And all district camporees were to be on the same weekend.

1969. This patch just says 'Southwest Florida Camporee'. I have no idea whether it is a district or council 
camporee. The patch is red and has an indian head on it.
1973. Sun Coast Councils camporee. This camporee involved SWFL along with Sunnyland and Gulf 
Ridge Councils at Rotunda, Florida.
1973. “Fall 73“ this patch has nothing on it that says it is from SWFL. It has an owl on it.
1975. “Fall Camporee" patch with ax in log. This patch is for the Alligator district camporee. I know 
because I attended. The other fall camporee patch may be from the other district(s).
1977. “Fall 77“ like the 'Fall'73', we have nothing to prove this is a SWFL patch except someone's word. 
Has a tent on it.The other patch for 1977 is for the Council Camporee held in Naples, on a
vacant lot off US41, north of the K-Mart.
1978. The council camporee patch I think may be from the Fall or it could be from another district, 
because the spring camporee I attended that year was Alligator's & I do not remember a Fall Camporee. 
The same Alligator patch was used for the next two years and had year segments. It has the ugly 'cross-
eyed' alligator which I personally hate. Supposedly the alligator is “Albert" from "Pogo". The Alligator 
camporee was held at Camp Timberford, the Giri Scout camp in Naples.
1980. This year Palm district had two camporees about a month apart. Why I don’t know.
1981. This year was the council camporee, but it was held in Collier county and the patch says “Alligator 
District" and was the same as issued the previous three years except for the green border. The year 
segment had a star on it with the year. This was held off Horseshoe Drive in Naples.
1982. This year Alligator's patch had a yellow border. Also Palm district had two patches. The regular 
patch had a palm on it and they were short of them. The boys got this patch. For the staff a second patch

Ranger Award. For more 40 hours [later 50], the Ranger award is available. This patch was introduced 
in 1972 and has the gateways and 'double-boxes'. A100 hour was recently introduced as was a 1000 
hour (supposedly as a 'joke').

Camp Flying Eagle. With the former Sunnyland Council being merged in Southwest Florida Council, 
Sunnyland’s former camp, Camp Flying Eagle, became the property of the Southwest Florida Council. At 
present, the camp is used for a variety of purposed, including Webelos Day Camp, and as an alternate 
camp site to Mile for troop and Council activities. It will probably not be used as a summer camp. One 
generic camp patch has been issued for Flying Eagle so far.
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with a monkey bridge on it was obtained. Probably because of the cost, there was nothing on the patch 
to identify it. It had no year on it.
1983. This year Alligator district was renamed Collier. I think the ploy was done in the hopes that the 
Collier family might make some contributions. Even thought the named was changed the 'cross-eyed' 
alligator was still kept as the district symbol and appeared, in miniature, on all camporee patches.
1985. The diamond jubilee. This year National had available several standard patches with the jubilee 
emblem on it. Collier district used the standard Camporee patch with no additional embroidery (Cheap). 
Palm district's did say ‘Palm District' and had a white border. Do not know about Billy Bowlegs.
1987. These year's council camporee held at Camp Miles was inspired by B-P, so the patch designer put 
several proposed ideas for consideration. Most had B-P on it, but the design that was used was based 
on South Florida's Lincoln-Marti patch of that year. The only concession to B-P was the additional of the 
Baden-Powell Patrol Star at the bottom.
1988. A couple of good camporee patches were put out this year. Calusa district's was based on the 
district patch they put out the previous year. In Collier district, some wanted to use the 'cross-eyed' 
alligator design of 1978-82. As the camporee was to be held at Barefoot Beach, others wanted a beach 
design. The beach design won. The design was roughed together at a roundtable meeting. The only 
concession to the 'gator1 faction was the addition of a small gator head at the bottom.
1990. As most of the staff of this year's council camporee had been to the Jamboree the previous 
August, they used the Jamboree as an inspiration. The theme of the Jamboree was "The Adventure 
Begins" so the camporee's was "The Adventure Continues". A space shuttle was also used in the patch 
design. This year there was also an award pin, a panther head, that was to be pinned at the bottom of 
the patch. The pin was originally planned as a wide-game award, but when that fell through it was used 
as a participation award. This year also saw the first camporee hat pin. The design was by a scouter who 
put his initials, "HJI" in the design. This upset many people because signing a patch is just not done. Also 
this year a group in Labelle put together their own camporee called the 'Lock-n-40' camporee (named for 
the ranch it was held on). Apparently to 'get back' at the patch collectors, all left over patches were 
destroyed.
1992. One interesting patch this year was the combined Seminole & Calusa districts camporee. 
Depending on your district you were to wear the patch in a different orientation. The design was done so 
that it looked a different based on the orientation.
1993. At this years camporee there was a staff patch issued with a different design. This design was one 
of the alternate designs considered for the camporee.
1996. This year’s council-wide camporee was held at Camp Flying Eagle, the former Sunnyland Council 
Camp, instead of Camp Miles as in previous council camporees. Two patches were produced with 
different colored borders: gray for participants and white for staff (actually used for the staff hats). A 
participation pin shaped like a fire was put out that was to be placed on the patch over the fire there.
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[same design as 088-89 but green border and bridge] 
[same design as 088-89 but year changed]

[panther head]
[green border panther head, same design as 088-89] 
[85th Annivsary of Scouting, same design as S-03] 
[same as S-05, but shorter]
[facing panther, large size, program kickoff]

Pins
0 P-88-1 1985 Jamboree contingent
0 P-88-2 1990 Council Camporee
0 P-88-3 1990 Council Camporee participacion pin (panther head)
0 P-88-4(1991) Camp Miles
0 P-88-5(1993) Price Sanders Scout Reservation
o P-88-6(1993) CSP pin (based on 88-S-03)
0 P-88-7(1993) JSP pin (based on 88-93)
0 P-88-8(1994) Camp Miles pin
0 P-88-9(1994-95) Camp Miles "Honor Scout" pin (quail)

Community Strips [Red w/White letters, 1967-78?]
0 CAPE CORAL
0 ESTERO
0 EVERGLADES
0 FT MYERS ??
0 FORT MYERS
0 IMMOKALEE
0 LABELLE
0 LEHIGH ACRES
0 NAPLES
Q NORTH FT MYERS
0 PUNTA GORDA
OTICE
0 Alva ??
0 Boca Grande??
<did Khaki/Red versions of these exist ??>

Red-White Strips (71967-78?)
0 088-1RW SOUTHWEST FLORIDA/COUNCIL

Council Shoulder Patches(CSP)
D088-S-01 (1978?-90) [bear head] 
Q 088-S-02 (1990-92) 
0 088-S-03 (1992-96) 
0 088-SA-04 (1995) 
0 088-S-05 (1996-) 
Q088-SA-06 (1996) 
0 088-85 (JSP) 
0 088-89 (JSP) 
0 088-93 (JSP) 
0 088-93-Z (JSP) 
0 088-97 (JSP)

Council Patches(CP)
0 088-101 49x98mm rect [used as jacket patch; 1967-68?]
0 088-102 99mm md [used as jacket patch, 1969-70?]

088-103



Miscellaneous Council Events & Patches
0 1970 Philmont

0 1974 Governor's Roundup

0(1978) See ‘n Do (Nat Snd plastic)
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0 Calusa District Patch [1987, BLK BDR, 50 made]
0 Calusa District Patch [1987, BLU BDR, Training Staff, 25 made]

0 1972 “Rattlesnake District Fishing Rodeo“
Q 1973 “Rattlesnake (District) Canoe Race" 
0 1974 “Rattlesnake (District) Fishing Rodeo"
0 1991 "Fishing Rodeo/Palm District"

0 1973 Recruiter
0 1975 Recruiter
0 1983 Recruiter- Round UP
0 1984 "Touchdown for Scouting"
0 1987 “20th Anniversary0 Recruiter Patch
0(1995)"Baden-Powell Round-Up"

Buckles
fl B-88-1 "Camp Miles", national supply <exist??>
0 B-88-2 (1987-?) CSP shaped
fl B-88-3 1990 Camp Miles
o B-88-4 1994 Camp Miles
fl B-88-5 1995 Baden-Powel Round-up

fl(1979)Project SOAR- Sanibel/Captiva
fl 1987 Safety-O-Ree
0 1989 "Calusa District First Aid Rally"
0 1992 "Pinewood Derby/Championships/Alligator District/SWFL Council"
fl 1992 "University of Scouting/The Next Step"
fl 1992 "Scout Night Baseball Billy Bowlegs District"
Q 1993 “We Helped Scouting in 1993" [SMY BDR; for fist district to meet FOS goal]
0 1993 "We Helped Scouting in 1993“ [GRN BDR; for other districts]
fl 1993 "Scout Adventure Weekend"
[] 1994 "University of Scouting Arts"
D 1994 "Intelenet Challenge"
fl 1995 "University of Scouting Arts II"
01995 "JLT"
[](1995)“Alligator District SWFL" (banquet patch)
fl 1996 “University of Scouting Arts III"
01996 “JLT"
[](1996)"OSI“(Outdoor Skills Instruction)
fl 1997 University of Scouting Arts IV
Q1997JLTC
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□ 1990 Hiking for Food [Scouting for Food] 
0 1990 Scouting for Food [should say 1991] 
0 1992 Scouting for Food
0 1994 Scouting for Food
0 1995 Scouting for Food

0 1993 Popcorn Sales
0 1994 Popcorn Magic
0 1995 Popcorn 95, Slam Dunk

0 *7 3/4“ (adult training troop number, many versions)
0 °1157“1989 NAT. JAMBOREE" (one-piece troop number)

Goodwill Patches
0 triangular patch with a rattlesnake in bottom point
Q light blue
0 light brown
0 dark brown



Scout Show Patches
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01967
Q1968
01969
01970
0 1971 (slide-leather hat) "S.W.F.C. BSA Scout Circus0 (no patch?)
Q1972
0 1973 -Scouting 73"
01974
01975
Q 1976 "New Frontiers 76" (Nat SND Design)
Q(1976)"Scout Showman" (Nat SND Design)
0(1977&78) "Wonderful World of Scouting’ (Nat SND-plastic)
fl 1979 “Conservation’
Q 1980 "Scoutlng's Reunion With History"
fl 1981 "Scout Out 81“
0 1982 “The Many Faces of Scouting- (Nat SND- laser-plastic)
0 1983 “Scouting Showcase"
0 1984 “Merits of Scouting"
0 1985 "Anniversary Celebration"
0 1985 “A Salute to Scouting" participant segment
Q 1986 "Reach for the Stars thru Scouting"
0 1987 "Stand Up and SCOUT"
0 1988 "The Good Turn Adventure"
0 1989 "On My Honor for a Better America"
0 1990 "Scouting for a Better Earth"
0(199O)"Recycle America" participant segment
0 1991 "Learning for Life"
Q 1993 "1968-1993 25 Chartered Years"
0 1994 "Character Counts"
0 1995 "Alligator District/Scouting: A World of Fun and Adventure"
0 1995 "Billy Bowlegs/85th Anniversery"
□ 1995 "Lee County/85 Years of Scouting"
0 1995 “Manatee/85 Years Strong-
0 1995 "Miccousukee/Scouting: A Hands On Experience"
0 1996 "Character Counts"
01997
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Price Sanders Scout Reservation 
0(1993-)

Camp Flying Eagle 
0 1995

Summer Camp Patches
0 1967 “First Camp Season" [Camp Flying Eagle]
0(1968) "Southwest Fla. Council Summer Camp", gator Hannah Ketah SR] 
fl 1968 [Flaming Arrow SR -Gulf Ridge CNCL Summer Camp Patch] 
fl 1969 [Camp Flying Eagle]
[] 1970 “S.W.FIa. Council Summer Camp0 [Flying Eagle]

Camp Dr Franklin Miles
[] 1970 “TRAILBLAZER"
□(1971 -73) KHA T [1 st camp session]
□(1974) BLU T, YLW BDR
[] 1974 year segment
[](1974) tree segment [before 1974???]
0(197?) canoe segmen [seen before 1973]
[] 1975
01976
0(1977) AQUTGLD BDR
0 1978 square
D 1979
0(1980) <painted>, odd shape
[] 1981 "10th Anniversary"
0 1982 <Quail crowded out>
[] 1983 Reservation Gateway>
fl 1984 Reservation Gateway>
fl 1985 Reservation Gateway>
fl 1986 <Quail outline>
Q 1987 <Quail & totem pole>
fl 1988 <Quail>
0 1989 <Quail outline, Solid patch>
fl 1990 "Awesome Advancement Adventure" <Quail & fdl>
Q 1991 AQUTYLWBDR
fl 1992 <Quail & Compass>
0 1993 ORG BDR <Quail & Panther>
fl 1993 BLU BDR [Webelos Residency Camp]
[] 1994 BRN BDR "Scouting's Gateway to Adventure"
0 1994 GRN BDR "Scouting's Gateway to Adventure/Staff" [staff only] 
fl 1995 <Quail & Compass>
[] 1996 °25th Summ— Gamp" <fdl shaped>



Camp Miles Award Patches
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Camp Gannett Eager Beaver Award (40 hour) 
0(1992-95?)

100 hour Award
0(1991-93?) RED T, gateway (like Ranger award with “lOO" in red) 
0(1993?-95?) RED T, gateway (like Ranger award with °100° in brown)

1000 hour Award
0(1992-95?) RED T, gateway (like Ranger award with “1000“)

Ranger Award
0(1972-89) DRDT, gateway
0(1990-95?) BRDT

Scoutmaster's Award
0(1994-95)

Eager Beaver Award
0(1971) GLD Mylar LTR, BDR 
0(1972-83) YLW LTR, BDR 
0(1984-89) laser-plastic 
0(1991-93?) LGRT 
0(1993-95?) BLUT
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Camporee Patches
Q(19??)"Dad and Lad Camporee/Billy Bowlegs” (year unknown)
01967
01968 “Royal Palm District"
0 1969 “Southwest Fla. Camporee" [red t w/indian head]
Q1970
0 1971 “Spring/Franklin Miles"
0 1972 "Rattlesnake District Camporee"
0 1973 "Sun Coast Councils Super Stars Camporee “ (w/Sunnyland & Gulf Ridge)
0 1973 “Billy Bowlegs Camp-A-Wow"
0 1973 “Rattlesnake District Survival Camporee"(LL in center)
0 1973 “Fall 73“ <owl> [authentic???]
0 1974 "Caloosa Camporee0
0 1974 “Southwest Florida Council Fall 74“
0 1975 "Spring Camporee/Southwest Fla Council"
0(1975)(Alligator) "Southwest Fla Council/Fall Camporee" <ax in log>
0 1975 (Char-Lee?) “Southwest Florida Council/Fall Camporee 73" [bicenntenial musicians]
0 1976 "Bicentennial Camporee"
0 1977 (Council) "Southwest Florida/Spring Camporee"
0 1977 (District?) "Fall 77“ <tent> [authentic???]
0 1978 “S.W. Florida Council Camporee" (Fall? or other district?)
0(1978-80) “Alligator District Camporee" (BLK BDR)
0 1978 year segment (Alligator)
0 1979 year segment (Alligator)
Q 1979 Palm District
Q 1980 year segment (Alligator)
0 1980 (Billy Bowlegs)
0 1980 (Palm) "Cowboy Country Camporee-Labelle"
0 1980 "Mystery Camporee Palm District"
0(1981)(Council) "Alligator District Camporee" (GRN BDR)
0 1981 year segment (w/star)
0(1982) "Alligator District Camporee" (YLW BDR)
fl 1982 year segment (Alligator)
fl 1982 "Billy Bowlegs District/Spring Camporee"
Q 1982 (Palm) "S.W.FL. Camporee" <palm>
fl 1982 (Palm) "Camporee" [staff patch] cmonkey bridge>
Q 1983 “Billy Bowlegs District/Spring Camporee"
Q 1983 "Collier District Pioneer Camporee" (was Alligator)
fl 1983 (Palm) "2nd Cowboy Camporee-Labelle-Apr 22-24“
Q(1984)(Council) “Wilderness Survival Camporee"
0 1 985 Billy Bowlegs District Camporee
□(1985)(Collier) "Jubilee Camporee" (Jubilee SND Patch)
0(1985)"Palm District Camporee"
fl 1986 "Billy Bowlegs District Camporee"
fl 1986 "Collier District Camporee"
Q 1986 “Palm District SWF Mystery Camporee"
fl 1987 "Council Camporee"
0 1988 "Billy Bowlegs District Camporee"
Q 1988 "Calusa Camporee"
fl 1988 “Collier District Barefoot Beach-O-Ree"
fl 1988 “Edison District’s First Camporee/Pioneering Challenge"
fl 1989 "Billy Bowlegs Camporee"
Q 1989 "Calusa District Fun-o-ree"
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0 1989 "Collier District Pioneering Camporee"
0 1989 "Edison District Camporee/Patrol Challenge"
0 1990 "Council Camporee/The Adventure Continues"
□ 1990 "Council Camporee" jacket patch (40 made?)
0(1990) participant pin <panther head>
0 1990 "Lock'n'40 Mini-Camporee"
0 1991 "Billy Bowlegs Camporee”
0 1991 "Calusa District Camporee/Thing in the Woods"
0 1991 "Collier District Rendezvous"
01991 Palm
fl 1992 "Southwest Florida/Billy Bowlegs District Camporee"
fl 1992 "Pirates of the Gulf/Collier District Camporee"
fl 1992 "Palm District Camp-O-Ree/Back to Basics"
fl 1992 "Seminole/Calusa/Bridge to Friendship"
fl 1993 "Onward Toward Eagle/Council Camporee"
fl 1993 "Council Camporee Staff" (100 made)
fl 1994 “Alligator District/Survival Camporee"
fl 1994 “Billy Bowlegs District Camporee"
fl 1994 "In Honor of Calusa Indians/Calusa District Camporee"
fl 1994 "Palm District/Cracker Camp-o-ree°
fl 1994 "Seminole District/Strive to Survive"
fl 1995 "Alligator District/Highland Camporee"
fl 1995 "Gateway to the Future/Billy Bowlegs District Camporee"
fl 1995 “Gateway to the Future/Billy Bowlegs District Camporee/Staff"
fl 1995 "High On Adventure/Calusa District Camporee"
fl 1995 "Conservations Camporee/Miccosukee District”
fl 1995 "Palm District CamporeefBe Prepared" °
0 1995 "Seminole District Camporee/AII Things are Connected"
0 1996 "Encounter with History/Council Encampment" [GRY BDR, participants]
fl 1996 "Encounter with History/Council Encampment" [WHT BDR, staff hat patch] 
fl(1996) participant pin <campfire>
fl 1997 Alligator
(] 1997 Billy Bowlegs
fl 1997 Caliusa
fl 1997 Manatee
fl 1997 Miccosukee
fl 1997 Palm
fl 1997 Seminole



3. based on work by David Mott.
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OSCEOLA LODGE 564 PATCHES AND 
PARAPHERNALIA3

Since 1985, several traditions have been established that have been used for various lodge 
paraphernalia. In that year the lodge colors were established as royal blue and white, and all lodge t- 
shirts and hats and other items have used those colors. To create a simpler logo (a sort of alternative to 
Osceola's bust) for these items, a chickee has been used. In 1993, this 'alternative logo' was changed to 
the chickee superimposed on the Southeastern 'Sun Circle' or Wheel of Life' emblem, reflecting the 
interest in some members of the lodge in the larger field of Southeastern (especially pre-columbian) 
native cultures. This new alternative logo, refered to by some as “the orb°, has also been used for some 
lodge patches and other lodge paraphernalia. For a time starting in 1985, when the lodge had three and 
later four chapters, the lodge was referred to as the “Lodge of the Four Chiefs0. Since the lodge has 
expanded past four chapters, this is no longer used. However, to signify the number of chapters, the 
chickee used in the alternate logo has been changed so that the number of crossbeams signifies the 
number of chapters. As an attempt to create stronger chapters (and a stronger lodge), chapters are 
encouraged to choose totems and colors. These colors have been used in the selection of chapter beads 
and in chapter t-shirts.

When Southwest Florida Council was split off from Sunnyland, a new Order of the Arrow Lodge was 
also formed. It was given the number 564 and its founders named it “Osceola Lodge”. Because the lodge 
uses the bust of Osceola, the famous Seminole leader during the Second Seminole War(1935-42), for 
their totem or logo most probably think it was named for him. Actually it was named for a more recent 
Osceola: Cory Osceola, a well known Seminole leader who lived in Collier County and was known by the 
founders of the lodge.

Each lodge is subdivided into chapters. In Osceola there are currently seven: Billy Bowlegs Chapter, 
named for the Seminole chief of the Third Seminole War, covers Charlotte County; Micanopy Chapter, 
named for the head chief during the Second Seminole War, covers east Lee and Hendry Counties; 
Alligator Chapter, named for a chief from the Second Seminole War, covers Collier; Coachochee for 
Cape Coral, and Olochta Tustenuggee in south Lee County. Alligator renamed itself Hvlpatah Tastanagi 
in 1995, which is the Seminole translation of their chapter's name. With the addition of the former Eckale 
Yakanen lodge in 1995, Manatee and Miccosukee chapters were added. Miccosukee would soon 
change its name to Hillis Haya. Manatee would later change to Oconee Tustenuggee.

The following description of Lodge flaps and neckerchiefs is based on information originally gathered 
by David Mott. Since it was done I have made corrections and kept it up to date. The listing of lodge 
patches and paraphernalia also comes from the same source, again kept up to date by myself. The 
classification of lodge flaps is based on Arapahoe II, the standard listing of flaps. “F“ means a twill 
background patch, taken from flap', “S“ is for solid embroidered flaps. Where this list diverges from 
Arapahoe II is that I consider separate issues to be when the lodge requests changes, which warrants a 
change in number, but varieties caused accidently by the manufacturer (such as a color variation or stich 
direction) do not warrant a change in issue number, but a letter following the issue number. Arapahoe II 
and other collector works lumps varieties and issues together and give all of them separate issue 
numbers. As an aid to collectors, I've listed the designations from three separate and popular works: 
Arapaho II (1993 Update), Blue Book, and Rick Obermeyer's FloridOA Handbook(1995 edition).
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F1. “Yellow0 Pale yellow twill background, red rolled edge, Osceola centered. Produced until the mid- 
7O‘s[1973?]. This flap was initially heavily restricted.
F2. “Sunglasses0 Same as above design with three exceptions: a different yellow twill for the 
background, it was slightly larger than the F1 [25mm vs. 20mm] and Osceola's eyes were joined making 
it look like he has sunglasses, hence the nickname. At the time the lodge had several Indian hobbyists 
and sunglasses were worn by any stylish dancer, and the story is that the 'sunglasses' look was 
intended. However, resent information leads me to believe that it was accidental. This flap also was 
restricted heavily until the S1 was manufactured, at that time the F2 became the lodge's trading flap with 
the restriction of one per activity. [1970-75]
51. "Blue" Fully embroidered, red rolled edge, Osceola to the left. Issued as two at Brotherhood and one 
at Vigil from 1973 until 1977. This flap was not to be traded although many have; however it has become 
rather rare. Designed by the LEC [Lodge Executive Committee, the lodge youth leaders].
SX. "Obermeyer" In 1976 the LEC voted to accept a new brotherhood flap designed by Rick Obermeyer 
to accompany the Osceola neckerchief he had designed. Unfortunately the lodge fell into chaos in 1977 
and the flap was never produced. It has been included it here because the lodge officers had voted and 
accepted it, unlike the...
52. “Green" When the stock of Si's and F2's had run out the council executive had a new lodge flap 
drawn up to compliment the new CSP. This new flap featured the council name along with the traditional 
WWW and lodge name. Also at this time, National stated that all Boy Scout patches must include either a 
'BSA' or fdl symbol on it. To comply, this patch had a large gold border within the rolled kelly green edge, 
that included all the above information. The totem was centered. Issued at one per workday/activity from 
1978 until 1984.
53. "Black" In 1985 the Boy Scouts of America celebrated its 75th anniversary. Osceola celebrated with 
the issue of its first unrestricted flap. It featured the War Chief Osceola poling a canoe down a creek. The 
heavy use of black has earned it the nickname but all the black was not intentional. The black rolled edge 
was supposed to be royal blue but the designer had not made that clear in his written instructions. Tim 
Mott designed the patch and only two loom runs were made. The first loom run was stitched vertically 
and the second run was stitched horizontally, thus creating a variety, the S3b. Issued only during the 
year 1985. [the Arapahoe II Update lists, incorrectly, S3a as S4]
54. "Red" Osceola slightly off to the right, with three chickees, representing the lodge's three chapters, to 
the left. Red rolled border. Issued four per year at specified weekends, determined by the council 
executive, from 1986 to 1989. Designed by Tim and David Mott. After the first loom run the patch 
company changed the shade of yellow from lighter to darker, thus another variety S4b. A third variety, 
S4c, was caused by vertical stitching. Also have been told that it was intended that the red arrow over 
the scout sign was designed so Vigil members could pin their Vigil pin there. [1986-89/90]
55. "White" 75th Anniversary of the OA. Designed by David Mott. Unrestricted. Two loom runs were 
made and there is a difference between the two. In comparing the two, the second (S5b) is slightly 
shorter, the white rolled edge is slightly silvery, the blue outline on the W's is sloppy, and the lettering is 
larger and off a bit. Best way to tell what you have is get both together. [1990]
S6,S9,S11-14. "Vinton" All these flaps used the Vinton side-portrait of Osceola, but each are slightly 
different. S6 is missing the fdl and is about half an inch narrower, leaving about quarter of an inch of the 
shirt pocket showing on each side. Rumor has it, the scout executive allowed this to happen so they 
would Tit the pocket flap of younger scouts'. The next issue (S9) fixed these problems, being the 'proper1 
size and restoring the fdl. S11 & S12 were 25th Anniversary versions with silver (unlimited number) and 
gold (2-per member) mylar borders. S13 changed the royal-blue border (the lodge color) to green to 
match the border of the new council CSP. Since it wasn't a dark enough green, they issued S14. [1991- 
94]
S7,S8,S10. "Host flap" In 1991, Osceola Lodge finally got to host a Section Conference and issued these 
flaps. They have the bust of Cory Osceola, who was the Seminole Indian the lodge was named after, and 
were designed to give the Conference patch (a Seminole jacket) a 'head and shoulders' look. The regular 
flap had a silver/ gray border and there were 2 variants found: some with a brown turban band rather 
then silver, and at least one with green chickee thatching. 2 work flaps were issues, S8 with a silver
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mylar border for 8 hours and S10 with gold-mylar for 16 hours (which actually came out in 1992).
515. “Sunset0 In 1995, Sunnyland Council was merged into Southwest Florida Council, meaning that it's 
lodge, Eckale Yakanen was no more and its members would become Osceola Lodge members. To 
extend the hand of brotherhood to these new members, a new flap incorporating a sunset (EY’s totem) 
along with Osceola (based on the Curtis portrait) was chosen. There is one variant, one with the blue sky 
at the top missing. [1995-]
516. “NOAC 1996“ While a NOAC flap was voted for in 1994 forthat year's NOAC, it wasn't until 1995 
that a NOAC flap was made, this time for the 1996 NOAC. This flap features “the orb“ centered on a 
blue flap with “NOAC 1996“ in red and white letters. It was sold unrestricted as a NOAC fundraiser.
517. At this writting, I expect to see a new design for 1997, but am unsure what it will look like.

Until fairly recently, Osceola Lodge had only rarely issued activity patches. These patches are 
designated 'LP' for Lodge patch. 'SLP' are for section events that the lodge has hosted.
LP1. Our first lodge event patch was for the 1983 Fall Fellowship, which was during our 15th 
Anniversary. The patch design was based on the recent NOAC patch, but changed the plains indian to a 
Seminole and the main colors to green. Designed by David Mott???
LP2. “spilled paint” This patch for the 1984 workday is called 'spilled paint' because of the design by Tim 
Cahill (but have recently heard it was just a generic available design). Hard to find, the extras were sold 
in the camp trading post thru 1985.
LP3. “Van Hisey patch0 The 1986 Ordeal patch memorialized Van Hisey, an active adult member of the 
lodge who had recently passed away, and the design by David Mott is based on a picture of him with his 
Seminole jacket and Arrowman of the Year Award.
LP4.LP5. In 1990, a new lodge event was created for the spring: the Lodge Busk. Meant to be a fun 
weekend devoted to Seminole Culture. For the first 2 busks, the same basic design was used: an 
arrowhead-shaped patch with Seminole patchwork bands and a totem' in the center. The 1990 patch 
contained the OA 75th Anniversary turtle, the 1991 used the Anhinga bird, supposedly the totem for 
Micanopy chapter. The idea was to have the next few Busk patches follow the same basic design, but 
with different colors/totems for each chapter. Didnt happen. Both designed by David Mott.
LP6. The 1992 Buck patch (mislabeled 'Busk II') instead used the beaded pouch of Osceola for the

N1. Red silk screen on white cloth with a red bias edging. These were hand made by the lodge and the 
silk screen was used for everything from underwear to handkerchiefs. Same design for shirt T1, used as 
lodge letterhead. About 25-30 made. Produced from late 1968 until 1973.
N2. Multi-color embroidery directly on light blue cloth, with white edging. Designed by Rick Obermeyer. 
Issued from 1976 to 1979. Very few were made, the last time they were offered to the lodge was at the 
1979 Ordeal in July.
N3. Multi-colored embroidery on light blue cloth with white edging. This design features the “Four Chiefs” 
of Osceola Lodge. Each chapter is named for a Seminole chief or war chief, they are (clockwise from 
top); Osceola, Billy Bowlegs, Alligator and Micanopy. This neckerchief was issued for the twentieth 
anniversary of the lodge, 1987-88. They were available by pre-order only and could only be purchased 
after attending two of three workdays held in preparation for the lodge's hosting of the SE1 seminars at 
Camp Miles. An individual could order as many as he wanted, however, they were priced at $17 each. 
172 were manufactured. Designed by David Mott. Some personalized their neckerchiefs with their Lodge 
office.
N4. Same design as above, except the dates were deleted and replaced by “100 hours of service” 
embroidered on the lower part of the triangle. In order to receive this neckerchief, an individual must 
complete 100 hours of non-OA service to Camp Miles, He or she must first earn the council's Eager 
Beaver and Ranger's Award. These neckerchiefs were donated to the lodge by David Bakum with the 
above stipulations. A total of fifty-six were produced along with two factory seconds for a total of 58. As of 
this writing, these are still being given out.
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design. Design by David Mott.
LP7. A second patch for 1992 was issued for the Fall Fellowship and used the Southeastern 'Sun Circle/ 
Wheel of Life' design.
LP8-12 and BP1. In 1993 for the 25th Anniversary of the Lodge, it was decided to issue a patch for each 
of the 5 lodge events and a back patch. Each of the event patches would have a portrait of a Seminole 
chief used by one of the chapters and use the chapter's color. The back patch would have the bust of 
Osceola done by Catlin. All patches were designed by David Mott.
R1. A new lodge 'event' was started in 1993, the Lodge Leadership Development Conference, were 
current lodge leaders could get trained. A generic, undated patch was created for this event, using the 
°orb° design used on recent hats and t-shirts. This patch was used for 3 years, until supplies ran out, at 
which time a new design will be chosen, [previous editions of this list designated this patch as LP13. Was 
told by others that It would be more correct to designate this as R1 instead.] 
LP13.L15-18 and BP2. In 1994, the theme for the year's patches were pre-columbian southeastern art. 
The designs used were the following: Busk V (LP13) used the entwined rattlesnakes, Ordeal (LP15) used 
the Moundville spider design, Camp Service Day (LP16) used a water panther, Fall Fellowship (LP17) 
used the hawk design, Banquet (LP18) used the woodpeckers with sun circle design, and the back patch 
(BP-2) used the bird man design from Etowah. GA. There were a couple of variants. The Ordeal patch 
came in 2 different color borders: purple for everyone, and green for Elongomats. There was an error in 
some of the back patches: the error had black letters, the correct version had white letters. Also that 
year, there were two other patches in the same “series". The Nok-su Chapter (O-Shot-Caw lodge) 
fellowship had a bird-dancer design and the Section contingent patch for NOAC used a four feathered 
serpents design.
LP14. For the Scout Adventure Weekend in 1994, the lodge served as staff and issued this patch 
containing the lodge alternate logo (chickee in sun circle), OA sash and council logo (panther head). 
LP19-23 and BP3. For 1995, the theme for the activities patches were Seminole principals/people, and 
the designs would also incorporate pre-columbian Southeastern motifs as backgrounds. The Busk patch 
(LP19) has a stomp dancer superimposed on a sun-circle design. The Adventure Weekend patch (LP20) 
has a micco (chief) next to the carved pole from the Lodge’s ceremony grounds. The Ordeal patch 
(LP21) has a Hillis Haya (medicine man) holding a conch shell in front of a field of stars. The Ordeal 
patch appeared in 2 versions: in silver mylar for everyone, and gold mylar for the Vigil Breakfast (this was 
done to honor Ralph Hauser, who had been a Vigil member for 50 years). The Service Day patch (LP22) 
has a Fixico (guide) showing the viewer into the ceremony grounds. The Fall Fellowship patch (LP23) 
has a Tastanagi (warrior) with a rifle in a pine forest. The year patch (BP-3), has the four OA principals in 
1830s-era Seminole outfits.
LP24,26-29. The 1996 patch theme was bird feathers. Each event had a different feather. The Busk 
(LP24) used a solid white heron feather, Ordeal (LP26) used a brown with white striped hawk feather, 
Service Day (LP27) used a brown-splotched white eagle feather, and the Fall Fellowship (LP28) used a 
blue heron feather. The Banquet (LP-29) will use an owl feather. It was also decided not to have a back 
patch, mainly as the back patches have not sold to well in recent years.
LP25. For 1996’s Scout Adventure Weekend, it was decided not to have the patch be part of the lodge's 
year set. A more generic patch with the sun circle and large fdl was chosen. Would expect this trend to 
continue in the future.
R-3. As the supply of Lodge Leadership Development Conference patch was exausted in 1995, there will 
be another undated LLDC patch chosen this year. As before, I expect to see it be used until it’s supply is 
exhausted.
LP30-35. At this time, designs have not yet been chosen for the 1997 patchs. Based on previous years I 
expect to see patches for the Busk, Ordeal, Service Day, Fall Fellowship, and Banquet based on a 
common theme, with a patch for the Scout Adventure Weekend that is separate. I don’t expect to see a 
back patch.
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As Osceola Lodge had been for a long time one of the Section’s smallest lodges, it was felt that it would 
be awhile before we could host a section event. In our section we have two events a year. One is the 
Section Conferences (some sections call this a conclave), which can draw almost a thousand people, 
and the other is the much smaller Section Seminars (something unique in our section).
SLIM. In 1984, we got our chance by hosting the Section Seminars. Our Lodge did a great job, and 
impressed many.
SLP-2. In 1988 we got our second chance to do the Section Seminars. We had been impressed by the 
recent Section Conference run by Aal-Pah-Tah Lodge and incorporated many of the same ideas in our 
event. The largest turnout at a Section Seminars, this help us to get a Section Conference to host. 
SLP3-5. Finally in 1991, we got to host a Section Conference. For this we designed the Conference 
items and Host items and choice a Seminole theme. The Conference patch was a Seminole jacket, 
while the host ’dangle' was a Seminole Bigshirt. The host flap has the bust of Cory Osceola, and was 
designed so that with the confemece patches it looks he would be ’wearing’ the jacket or bigshirt. The 
neckerchief shows a full view of Cory wearing the bigshirt from the host dangle. A participation pin was 
made that looked like a gorget, a crescent-shaped medallion worn around the neck, intended to be 
pinned in the appropriate place on the conference patch. A different gorget pin was made for the Vigil 
Breakfast.
SLP-6. In 1992 we again host the Section Seminars, the first event since the recent section changes, 
which added 3 Georgia Lodges to our Section. Thus the patch showed a map of our new section. 
SLP-7. Again in 1994 we hosted the Section Seminars. A neckerchief, a rarefy for a Section Seminar, 
was also made.
SLP-8. In 1999, our Lodge is scheduled to again host a Section Conference.
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0 LP-1 
0 LP-2 
0 LP-3 
0 LP-4 
0 LP-5 
0 LP-6
□ LP-7 
QLP-8 
0 LP-9 
0 LP-10 
OLP-11 
0 LP-12 
0 LP-13 
0 LP-14 
0 LP-15a 
0 LP-15b
0 LP-16 
0 LP-17 
0 LP-18
□ LP-19 
D LP-20

BRD 
REDR 
REDR 
REDR 
GRNR 
BLKR 
BLKR 
REDR 
REDR 
REDR 
WHTR 
WHTR 
RYAR 
SIL R 
SIL R 
SMYR 
RYA R 
GMYR 
SMYR 
GMYR 
GRNR 
DGRR 
RYA R

S9
S10
S12
S11
S13
S14

S4 
S5 
S6a 
S6b 
S7 
S8a 
S8b 
S9a,b 
S10 
S12 
S11a,b 
S13 
S14 
S15 
S16 
S17 
S18 
S19 
S20

BB 
F1a 
F1b 
S1 
S2.S3 
S4 
S5 
S6b 
S6a 
S7 
S8a 
S8b,c 
S9a,b 
S10a 
S10b 
S11a,b 
S13a,b 
S12 
S14 
S15 
S16a,b 
S17

LTR
BLK RED -WWW", 20mm sides (1968-73?)
BLK RED “WWW", 25mm (1970-75)
BLK (1973-77)
BLKw/"BSA" (1978-84)[horz,vert]
BLK "75th Anniversary of BSA" (1985)[vertical]
BLK “ (1985)[horizontal]
RED (1986-89) [DK YEL, horizontal] 
RED (1986-89) [LT YEL, horizontal] 
RED (1986-89) [Vertical]
BLU WHT "WWW", 75th ©Anniversary (1990) 
BLU WHT "WWW", [larger letters, bdr silvery] 
ORG (1991) [no fdl, odd size]
RED (1991) Section Conference Host flap [SIL band] 
RED (1991) [BRN band]
RED (1991) Section Conference work flap (8-hours) 
ORG (1992) [same as S6, but red fdl & reg size] 
RED (1992) 1991 Conference work flap (16-hours) 
ORG (1992) [same as S9, 25th Anniversary, unlimited] S15 
ORG (1992) [same as S9,25th Anniversary, 2per mbr] S16 
ORG (1993) [same as S6] S17
ORG (1993-94) [same as S13, but darker green] S18
ORG (1995-96) [Osceola with sunset]
M/C (1995-96) [NOAC 1996] -

(1997-)

Lodge Activity Patches
1983 “Fall Fellowship/15th Anniversary"
1984 "Deeds Not Words/Camp Workday"
1986 "Ordeal" [Van Hisey Memorial Patch]
1990 "Spring Busk/March 16-18"
1991 "Lodge Busk II"
1992 “Lodge Busk III"
1992 "Fall Fellowship/Oct 23-25“
1993 “25th Annv*1968-1993 * Busk IV * Billy Bowlegs Chapter"
1993 “25th Annv*1968-1993 * Ordeal * Alligator Chapter"
1993 "25th Annv*1968-1993 * Service Day * Micanopy Chapter"
1993 "25th Annv*1968-1993 * Reunion * Coacoochee Chapter"
1993 "25th Annv*1968-1993 * Banquet * Olochta Tustenugee Chapter"
1994 "Busk V" [rattlesnakes]
1994 "Adventure Weekend ’94"
1994 “Ordeal" [Purple BDR] [Moundville spider]
1994 “Ordeal" [Green BDR, Elongomats, 20 made]
1994 “Camp Service Day" [water panther]
1994 "Fall Fellowship" [hawk]
1994 "Banquet" [woodpeckers with sun circle]
1995 "Busk VI CFE Stomp Dancer"
1995 "Adventure Weekend" [micco]

Lodge Flaps
BGD 

D F1 YEL 
0 F2 YEL 
0 S1 M/C 
DS2 M/C 
DS3a M/C 
0S3b M/C
□ S4a M/C 
0 S4b M/C 
0 S4c M/C 
DS5a LBL 
QS5b LBL 
0 S6 M/C 
DS7a M/C 
0 S7b M/C
□ S8 M/C 
0 S9 M/C 
OS10 M/C 
QS11 M/C 
0S12 M/C 
QS13 M/C 
DS14 M/C 
0S15 M/C 
QS16 RYA RYA C 
QS17

All FLOA
F1.F2 F1

F2
S1 S1
S2.S3 S2,S3
S4
S5
S6a
S6b
S7
S8a



Neckerchiefs

* some people personalized their N-3 with their lodge office.
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QLP-21a 
0LP-21b 
0 LP-22 
0 LP-23 
Q LP-24 
0 LP-25 
0 LP-26 
0 LP-27 
0 LP-28 
0 LP-29 
D LP-30 
0 LP-31 
0 LP-32 
0 LP-33 
QLP-34 
0 LP-35

0 N-1 1968-73 RED silkscreen on WHT
0 N-2 1976-79 embroidered Osceola on BLU
□ N-3 1988 embroidered Four Chiefs on BLU
0 N-4 1988 100 Hours Service version of N-3
0 N-5 1991 Conference Host neckerchief

Backpatches
0 BP-1 1993 “25th Anniversary * Asi-Yaholo-Osceola * 1968-1993"
0 BP-2a 1994 "Bird Man" [Black Letters, error]
0 BP-2b 1994 "Bird Man" [White letters]
0 BP-3 1995 "Ceremony Principles"
0 BP-4

1995 "Ordeal Camp Miles Hillis Haya°[SMY]
1995 "Ordeal Camp Miles Hillis Haya"[GMY, Vigil Breakfast, 50 made]
1995 "Service Day/Fixico-Guide"
1995 "Fall Fellowship/Tastanagi"
1996 "Busk VII" (white feather)
1996 “Experience the Adventure" [Scout Adventure Weekend]
1996 "Ordeal" (brown w/white strips feather)
1996 "Service Day" (white w/brown splots feather)
1996 "Fall Fellowship" (blue w/black edge feather)
1996 Banquet (owl feather)
1997 Busk VIII
1997 Scout Adventure Weekend
1997 Ordeal
1997 Service Day
1997 Fall Fellowship
1997 Banquet

Lodge Patches
0 R-1 (1993-95) Lodge Leadership Development Conference
0 R-2 (1995-) 'Shoe Patches' [2in patch with chickee/sun circle logo]
0 R-3 (1996-) Lodge Leadership Development Conference

Lodge/Section Activity Patches (Section events hosted by the Lodge)
0 SLP-1 1984 SE-1 Section Seminars at Camp Miles
0 SLP-2 1988 SE-1 Section Seminars at Camp Miles
0 SLP-31991 SE-1 Section Conference at Camp Miles Backet shaped]
0 SLP-4 1991 Host patch [big shirt shaped]
DSLP-51991 back patch
0 SLP-6 1992 SR-4 Section Seminars at Camp Miles
Q SLP-7 1994 SR-4 Section Seminars at Camp Miles
0 SLP-8 1999 SR-4 Section Conference at Camp Miles
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W/R
LGR
W/R

RED
BLU
BLK

(1994, NOAC)
(1994, same as TS-16, but with lettering around entire design)
(1995, "Osceola564www" in oval on front, "Arrowmaniac" on back)
(1995, same as TS-20b, few made)
(1995, same as TS-19, but design in middle of front, 7cb)

(1987, Alligator Chapter)
(1990, Micanopy Chapter)
(1993, Micanopy Chapter)
(1993, Tustenugee Chapter)
(1994, Billy Bowlegs Chapter)
(1994, Coachoochee Chapter)
(1994, Micanopy Chapter)
(1994, Tustenugee Chapter)
(1995, Hvlpatah Tastanagi Chapter)

(1981, Micanopy Chapter)
(1981, Fall Fellowship)
(1992, Fall Fellowship) [privately issued]

QCT-1 WHT
OCT-2 PNK
Q CT-3 BLK
OCT-4 GRY
OCT-5 ORG
OCT-6 YLW
OCT-7 GRY
Q CT-8 XXX 
0 CT-9 WHT

GRN
BLK
PNK
BLU
B/W
BRN
B/R
XXX
GRN

QFT-1aWHT
QFT-1bWHT 
0 FT-2 RED

W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
MAR (1994, Scout Adventure Weekend Staff)
W/R
W/R

0 TS-20a RYL W/R
QTS-20bWHT W/R
Q TS-21 RYL
0 TS-22 GRN
0 TS-23 WHT
0 TS-24 RYL
0 TS-25 WHT
0 TS-26 RYL
0 TS-27 GRN
0 TS-28 RYL
QTS-29R/W/B B/R
0 TS-30

(1968-80, same design as N-1)
GRN (1981 -83, standing seminole design)
WHT (1983-86, chickee design 1, "OSCEOLA LODGE 564")
RYL (1985, OA Philmont Trek, limited)
WHT (1986-89, chickee design 2, thatching missing, "Lodge of the FourChiefs"
WHT (1986, NOAC version of TS-5)
WHT (1987, "Re-enactment Team" on back)
WHT (1988, NOAC "This is UCLA?“)
WHT (1989-90, chickee design 3, fully thatched)
WHT (1990, NOAC, S-XL delegate, chickee w/anniversary award)
WHT (1990, NOAC, XXL only)
M/C (1991, Conference host shirt, S-XL only)
WHT (1991, chickee design 2,564 instead of WWW)
WHT (1992-, has LH-5 design on front, large chickee on back)

(1992, NOAC)
(1992, NOAC- Ceremony Team)
(1992, NOAC collared shirt)
(1993, conference, chickee in 'Sun Circle' design)
(1993, chickee in 'Sun Circle' design, letters around upper half of design)

’some of TS-3 & TS-5 have “Camporee Events Judge’ on back for 87 Camporee.
‘some of TS-3 & TS-5 have ’Elongomat’ below design on front.

W/R
LGR (1995, Elongomats)
RED (1995, NOAC 1996 promo shirt, few made)
W/R (1996, embroidered collored shirt, same as TS-21, made to order)
GRN (1996, Scout Adventure Weekend staff)

(1996, conference, 'rad white & blue’, two design varients on front)
(1996, Elongomats, similiar to TS-22)
(1996, same as TS-19, but larger design, 8cb)
(1996, NOAC)

SHT DSN 
QTS-1 WHT M/C 
QTS-2 GLD 
QTS-3 RYL 
QTS-4 GRY 
0 TS-5a RYL 
0 TS-5b RYL 
QTS-6 RYL 
QTS-7 RYL 
QTS-8 RYL 
0 TS-9a RYL 
0 TS-9b LBL 
QTS-10LBL 
QTS-11 RYL 
QTS-12 RYL 
QTS-13aRYL 
QTS-13bRYL 
QTS-14 RYL 
QTS-15 RYL 
Q TS-16 RYL 
QTS-17 WHT 
QTS-18 RYL 
QTS-19 RYL



0 FT-3 BLK WHT (1995. Busk “Late Busk")

HATS

BUCKELS
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0 B-1 “Osceola Lodge" (national supply specialty item)
□ B-2 “Osceola/564 WWW" (1992; bust of Osceola, silver, 100 made)
0 B-3 "Osceola/564 WWW" (1995; bust of Osceola, bronze, 150 made)

MUGS (usually only issued during Section events)
QM-1 1984 Section Seminars
0 M-2 1991 Section Conference
0 M-3 1991 Section Conference Vigil Breakfast
o M-4 1995 Plastic Mug with “orb“ logo

D□
0□
0
D 
D

□ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
0

WHT
WHT
WHT
WHT

WHT/RED
WHT 

WHT/RED
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
R/B
R/B

DSN
WHT

0 
0 
D 
0 
0 
0 
0

(1983, “unofficial")
(1983-86, same as TS-3, some had scrambled eggs)
(1986- ,sameasTS-5)
(1986, NOAC version)
(1989, conference, Osceola bust from Arrowman medal)
(1990, NOAC same as TS-9)
(1992, NOAC same as TS-12 front design)
(1992, same as TS-5, but says “Osceola")
(1993-, same as TS-16)
(1994, same as TS-16, embroidered, “NOAC 1994“ on back)
(1994, same as TS-16, embroidered, 5 crossbeams)
(1995, same as LH-11, but larger, embroidered, 7 cb’s)
(1995,7cb’s)
(1996,8 cb’s, mesh back)
(1996,8 cb’s, cloth back)
(1996, NOAC)
(1996, same as NOAC hat, but without NOAC 1996 on back, few)

HAT 
0 LH-1 BLU 
QLH-2 BLU/WHTBLU 
0 LH-3 BLU 
0 LH-4 BLU 
Q LH-5 BLU 
0 LH-6 BLU 
QLH-7 BLU 
0 LH-8 BLU 
0 LH-9 BLU 
0 LH-10 BLU 
D LH-11 BLU 
0 LH-12 BLU 
0 LH-13 BLU 
0 LH-14 BLU 
{} LH-15 BLU 
0LH-16W/B 
QLH-17W/B

PINS (privately issued)
0 P-1 (1984, same as S2,500 made)
0 P-2 (1986, same as S4,1000 made)
0 P-3 (1991, same as S6, ?? made)
0 P-4 (1991, Section Conference Vigil Breakfast)
0 P-5 (1996, same as S15)

BUTTONS (issued at 1990 Conference)
HP OR GR PK (Colors- hot pink, orange, green, pink)

0 “OSCEOLA BUSK '91 OSCEOLA (2 per sheet)
Q “OSCEOLA ’91 (CHALLENGE TRADITION!" <ver 1- 3 bands; 2 per sheet>
0 "OSCEOLA ’91 CHALLENGE TRADITION0 <ver2- Big Arrow>
o "S.E. 1 HOST"
0 "MUCK MUCK”
0 "CHALLENGE TRADITION OSCEOLA ’91“ <ver 3-1 band>
0 "CLINT SCHARF YOUR NEXT SE1 SECTION CHIEF" (2 per sheet)



: OTHER ITEMS
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0 0 0  "CLINT SCHARF FOR YOUR SE1 CHIEF" 
DODD "CLINTON SCHARF FOR SE1 CHIEF"

1. Vigil Tapout Triangle (1982; 3 made that year)
2. Vigil Shells (1983-; one per vigil, when tapped out)
3. Vigil Triangles (1985-; one per vigil member, all vigils have)
4. Brotherhood Certificates (1979?-; 2 versions: plains & Seminole)
5. Arrowman of the Year Medal (1984-; two per year, one youth, one adult)
6. Where To Go Camping Booklet (1972,1989,1990,1996)
7. NOAPT Bags (1985; Gray bag with blue chickee design)
8. Lodge Plan booklet (1987,1989,1990; other years??)
9. Micanopy Bucks (1989; $1 & $5 denominations)
10. Osceola Etched Glass (1990,;same design as N-3)
11. Bandanas (1990,1992; 50 & 75 made)
12. Sam the Chicken Keychains(1992; Brotherhood, Vigil, & completely uniformed)
13. Ceremony Team Shells(1981-84; Ordeal, Brotherhood, Vigil. Advisor)
14. Vigil Ceremony Team Bag(1990?-)
15. Cooking Staff aprons(1995)


